Please categorize these actions as 'cheating', 'not cheating', or 'not sure/it depends'

1. copying just one answer from another student's homework assignment
2. copying a homework answer from a reading or slides
3. copying an answer from another student's assignment and rephrasing it
4. quoting a homework answer from a reading or slides with attribution
5. copying a homework answer from an online source
6. quoting a homework answer from an online source with attribution
7. quoting an online source in a paper with attribution
8. copying a sentence from a reading or slides in a paper
9. quoting a sentence from a reading or slides in a paper, with attribution
10. working with another student to come up with a joint homework answer
11. sharing notes with another student to prepare for an exam
12. sharing notes with another student to prepare a homework assignment
13. discussing ideas with another student while writing a paper
14. discussing ideas with another student while writing a take-home exam
15. discussing ideas with another student while preparing a homework assignment

Penn code of academic integrity:
http://www.upenn.edu/provost/PennBook/academic_integrity_code_of

In particular:

B. Plagiarism: using the ideas, data, or language of another without specific or proper acknowledgment. Example: copying another person's paper, article, or computer work and submitting it for an assignment, cloning someone else's ideas without attribution, failing to use quotation marks where appropriate, etc.

F. Facilitating academic dishonesty: knowingly helping or attempting to help another violate any provision of the Code. Example: working together on a take-home exam, etc.